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 The harem costumes were a real freakin' nightmare. Let's Play Mario Party 7. First of all, This will be a Dye Grab Piece! Where we talk about everything in the Mario Party 7 game, and focus entirely on playing the game. It will be on Xbox One, and we will be using a Bluetooth headset, so expect occasional background sound and maybe some sound effects thrown in as well. If you want to listen live,
hit me up on twitter @LetsPlayMarioParty. The Gamer Pro Solution is the ultimate gaming headset. It features 50mm neodymium drivers and top-tier components including analog modems, 30mm Neodymium drivers, and a fully adjustable, proprietary, over the ear/canal design. The BSG offers all of this in a light form factor for easy maneuvering. No more iffy online chat. With the Gamer Pro

Solution, you are free from iffy chat and lag on the web. Chatty, annoying people can't bog you down or crash your games. Chats are directed at you and your headset, not your console or controller. With a chat toggle, you can listen to your chats while gaming. Because the chat is sent to the chat box in the top right, you can have it on while you play your games and still keep your eyes on the screen.
Gamer Pro Solution Specs: 50mm Drivers, 12db SNR 3.5mm Audio Out, 3.5mm Audio In Headphones, Stereo Connectors Bluetooth 4.0 HD Audio Shatter Resistant Construction Gamer Pro Headset Design: Beautiful, stylish headset that looks amazing on your head Materials are of the highest quality Acoustic seal helps isolate sounds from outside the headset. Free from squeaks and rumbles Gamer
Pro Sound Quality: Flexible and comfortable design Fully adjustable and optimized audio profile Clear, crisp highs Bass is tight and clear Silent Pulse and heavy hitting lows Superior active noise cancellation The Pro will play almost any file type Features: Volume Control, Microphone Toggle, Chat Volume Control Accurate Head Tracking Multi-directional buttons USB connectivity The headset will
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